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FAQS

BOOTH IN THE BOX

How much does a booth cost? What is in the rental and purchase price
contain?
The rental price includes installation costs. When purchasing, you decide whether
you need an introduction to the structure of the exhibition stand or not. If yes, the
installation costs have to be included. The forwarding costs are calculated in both
variants according to effort.
What is the shipping cost dependent on?
Due to our international network, we are able to keep the cost of forwarding very
low. Nevertheless, costs have to be taken into account of special rules of the
organizer and the location of the stand in the hall.
How does the electricity registration work?
We recommend to order a 3 KW connection incl. distribution box from the
organizer and send us a confirmation.
What delivery time do the products have?
We need your release for printing and your order by the latest 3 weeks before the
beginning of the trade show. Please note that no express option exists.
What information and documents do I have with my request
send them along?
Please add a hall plan with your assigned stand number to your request. Without a
hall plan we can not process your request.
What system do we use?
For the standard systems, we use a very high-quality, sustainable and durable
aluminum frame system, which can be supplemented in a modular manner.
Where can I order furniture?
We recommend to ask for furniture at JMT and Fundus7.
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When does the booth handover take place?
For the rental option, the handover of the booth is at 16 o‘clock of the 1st
construction day (2 days before the trade show begins).
Will I receive an individual rendering?
In order to keep the high-quality exhibition stands as low as possible, we
reduce the service costs by 2/3 of the normal price, which is why an
individual rendering in the indicated prices is not included. If you still wish a
visualization of your stand, we charge an additional fee of 250 €.
How are the walls printed?
The walls are printed all over with your individual fabric graphic.
What print data do I need?
possible file format

PDF

resolution

72 - 150 dpi
color profile

ISO Coated v2 (ECI)
color space

CYMK

special colors

Define correctly! Example: Pantone 675 U, HSK 42 K
font sizes

It is recommended that the typographies are not light and extra light
(thin / extra thin). The risk of color migration is too high.
at least 8 mm font height

no letters in bleed if possible spaces between letters - otherwise duplicate
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